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Introduction

• Presentation of Opinion from the EXPH - Expert Panel 
on Effective Ways of Investing in Health

• Document available here:

• Members: Jan de Maeseneer (Chair), Pedro Pita 
Barros, Anna Garcia-Altes (Vice-Chair), Damien  
Gruson, Dionne Kringos, Lasse Lehtonen, Christos 
Lionis, Martin McKee, Liubove Murauskiene, Sabina 
Nuti, Heather-Lynn Rogers, Luigi Siciliani, Dorothea 
Stahl, Katarzyna Wieczorowska-Tobis, Sergej
Zacharov, Jelka Zaletel.
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https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/expert_panel/docs/026_health_socialcare_covid19_en.pdf


• Mandate: to look beyond the current crisis and consider how health 
systems can prepare better for future health threats

• Two main questions:
• What should be a new framework for the organisation of health and social 

care following the COVID-19 pandemic?

• What would be a resilience-test for unpredictable high-pressure scenarios?

• We build on existing approaches to resilience of health systems and 
on “stress” tests from other (non-health) related areas

• (what follows is a personal view of the key elements of the Opinion)
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An integrated view of the health system:
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Resilience of health systems:

• Several definitions, sharing a common set of concerns:
• Foresight ability

• Absorb – able to maintain core functions when hit by a shock

• Adapt – learn from shock and resume operations at optimal level (eventually 
a new optimal level after the shock)

• Learn  - prepare for future shocks

(definitions can be found in the works of Expert Group on Health System Performance Assessment, 
European Commission’s Joint Research Centre, Kruk, Myers et al. 2015, …)
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The shock of COVID-19

• Short-term response – vulnerable groups of different nature

• Short-term unintended effects from response – non-COVID-19 care 
harmed, both by decisions of patients (not seeking care) and by 
diverted resources to COVID-19 (an effect reinforced in the current 
3rd wave in several European countries)

• Medium- and long-term – expected pressure on mental health issues
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The use of this framework

• Foresight – use of integrated data and AI – identify early, measure and 
share information 

• Be prepared to prepare a response to unplanned events –
redundancy and flexibility in the deployment of resources (including 
intra-European flows) – role of strong primary care systems and 
COVID-19 illustrate the relevance of this element; resources – both 
physical resources and human resources (health professionals)

• Adaptation at short notice – examples given by a) redesign of 
patients’ paths inside organizations, separation of COVID-19 patients 
from non-COVID-19 patients; b) rise of telemedicine
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One important “lesson” on the go

• Vulnerability - those disproportionally exposed to risk and those 
disproportionally affected by risk

• Several vulnerable groups with different nature:
• Medically vulnerable
• Socially marginalized
• Professions which entail closer proximity to confirmed or suspected COVID-19
• Mentally / psychologically vulnerable
• Economically vulnerable

• These groups are not mutually exclusive (a person may fall in more 
than one type of vulnerability)

• Vulnerability is also affected by virus control measures
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Resilience testing of health systems

• Move from definition to “testing” – creating an operational test requires 
identification of 
• a) what is the shock (stressor)
• b) what is subject to the shock (the health system or significant part of it)
• c) what effects does the shock trigger (the response)

• How to build a test:
• Phase 0: preparation of a shock scenario (
• Phase 1: decisions by relevant agents - mainly qualitative information
• Phase 2: based on decisions, populate with quantitative data effects from shocks and 

decisions
• Phase 3: set scores for key elements
• Phase 4: learn from test where to improve
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Recommendations
• Invest in training and resilience of health workforce – not just train more; train 

for flexibility and team work, includind transnational collaborations

• Be prepared for disinformation during unexpected events - identifying and 
applying strategies to reduce such disinformation, to improve health system and 
societal response

• Ensure relevant data flows in a timely and organised way for decisions to take 
place and for equity-robust decision processes (vulnerable groups – who, when 
and how)

• Strong primary care and mental health systems form the foundation of any 
emergency and/or preparedness response

• Fully develop and pilot the resilience test toolkit and implementation 
methodology, including a strategic plan (with national and European elements)

• More generally, facilitate the emergence and continuous operation of learning 
communities (share results from responses to shocks and from resilience testing)
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